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JAN LEWANDROWSKI AND KEVIN INGRAM'

Policy Considerations for Increasing
Compatibilities between Agriculture
and Wildlife
ABSTRACT
Implicit in efforts to increase the quantity and quality of wildlife
habitatassociated with U.S. agriculturallands is the notion that
society would benefit iffarmers and ranchersallocated more land
and water resources to wild species. Farmers and ranchers,
however, generally have a limited ability to capture the economic
value of wildlife goods and services produced on agriculturallands.
As a result, wildlife impacts are only partially reflected in most
farm land-use decisions. Where market conditions and government
farm programs do not provide for the socially optimal mix of
wildlife goods and services, policy actions aimed at protecting or
enhancing wildlife on agriculturallands may be justified. To be
successful, such policies must provide for the basic biological

requirements of desired species and habitats and accountfor the
economic considerations that affect producers' resource-use
decisions.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS FOR INCREASING
COMPATIBILITIES BETWEEN AGRICULTURE AND WILDLIFE
Recent actions to protect wildlife resources have resulted in a
number of marked, and sometimes costly, policy shifts for agricultural
producers regarding the use of land and water resources. In California, for
example, the Central Valley Project Improvement Act (CVPIA) of 1992
shifted 800,000 acre-feet of federally supplied water from (mostly)
irrigation to enhancing in-stream fish habitat.' For some 4,000 northern
Nevada farmers, a 1997 agreement to increase water flows to Pyramid Lake
reduced water withdrawals from the Truckee River by over 50 percent. The
multi-million dollar program to reintroduce wolves into Yellowstone
National Park and Central Idaho explicitly recognizes increased threats of
* The authors are economists with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic
Research Service, Resource Economics Division. The views expressed in this paper are the
authors and do not necessarily represent the views of USDA or ERS. To correspond with the
authors contact J. Lewandrowski, Room 4202,1800 M Street NW, Washington D.C., e-mail

janl@econ.ag.gov, tel. (202) 694-5522, fax (202) 694-5774.
1.

In drought years, the reallocation is 600,000 acre-feet. The CVPIA also raised the price

of CVP water by requiring users to pay into an environmental restoration fund. The payment
is based on water use.
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livestock predation and contrasts sharply with past policies aimed at
eradication.2 Agricultural producers will almost certainly continue to be
impacted by efforts to protect wildlife resources. The Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) considers agriculture to be the leading cause of
water quality impairment for U.S. rivers and lakes because of chemical and
sediment runoff from farmlands? Farm fertilizer use has been identified
as a major source of excess nutrients entering the Florida Everglades, the
Chesapeake Bay, and the coastal waters of Louisiana.4 In much of the
West, livestock grazing has degraded large areas of semi-arid and riparian
habitats.5 Among plant and animal species inhabiting the contiguous 48
states and listed by the federal government as threatened or endangered,
57 percent are listed, at least in part, due to agricultural development,
pesticide use, fertilizer use, or grazing.6 Therefore, for a wide range of
farmers and ranchers, efforts to protect or restore ecosystems, habitats, and
species could entail costly restrictions on current production practices.

2. Federal government efforts to extirpate wolves in the Western United States began
in 1915 under the direction of the US. Biological Survey. Control techniques employed or
encouraged by the federal government included trapping, shooting, and poisoning. Although
sighted occasionally, wolves were considered eliminated from the West by 1930. See FISH &
WILDLIFE SERV., US. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACrSTATEMENr THE
REINTRODUCTION OF GRAY WOLVES INTO YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK AND CENTRAL IDAHO

6-24, 6-87 (1994); Michael K. Phillips & Douglas W. Smith, Wolf Restoration in Yellowstone
NationalPark, in WOLVES OF AMERICA CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 9 (1996).

3. In aquatic systems, nitrogen and phosphorous from fertilizer applications stimulate
algae and plant growth, reducing light penetration and dissolved oxygen levels. Wildlife
impacts can include reductions in species diversity, decreases in population sizes, and
deterioration of habitats, spawning grounds, and nurseries for fish and other organisms.
Pesticide residues have been linked to a variety of toxic effects in both aquatic species and
their predators. Sediments from agricultural lands can damage fish gills, suffocate fish eggs
and insect larva on the bottom of water bodies, and degrade spawning areas. See U.S. ENVTL.
PRCYTECIN AGENCY, NATIONAL WATER QUALnrY INVENTORY: 1994 REPORT TO CONGRESS ES12

- ES19 (1995).
4. See Thomas E. Jordan et al., Nonpoint Source Dischargesof Nutrientsfrom the Piedmont
Watersheds of the Chesapeake Bay, 3 J.AM. WATER RESOURCES As'N 631 (1997); R. Eugene Turner
& Nancy N. Rabalais, Coastal EutrophicationNear the MississippiRiver Delta, 368 NATURE 619,
619-21 (1994); US. DE'T OF THE INTERIOR, THE IMPACr OF FEDERAL PROGRAMS ON WETLANDS
128,267-77 (1994); ELLIOT A. NORSE, GLOBAL MARINE BIOLOGICAL DrvERSrrY 126-127 (1993);
J.A. Stone & D.E. Legg, Agriculture and the Everglades,47 J.SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION
207,212 (1992).
5. See U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNInNG OFFICE, PUBLIC RANGELANDS: SOME RIPARIAN AREAS
RESTORED BUT WIDESPREAD IMPROVEMENT WILL BE SLOW 2-54 (1988); Thomas L. Fleischner,
EcologicalCostsof Livestock Grazing in Western North America, 8 CONSERVATION BIOLOGY 629-638
(1994); DONALD F. MCKENZE & TERRY Z. RILEY, WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INST., How MUCH IS
ENOUGH? A REGIONAL WILDLIFE HABITAT NEEDS ASSESSMENT FOR THE 1995 FARM BILL 22

(1995).
6. See ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERv., US. DEP'T OF AGRiC., AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS 1996-97, at 18 (1997).
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Conservation efforts are also likely to target agriculture because of
the quantities of land and water resources the farm sector controls. In 1992,
farms accounted for 49.8 percent of all land in the contiguous 48

states-including 435 million acres of cropland, 410.8 million acres of
pasture and range, 74 million acres of forest and woodland, and 55 million
acres idled by various land retirement programs 7 Farmers and ranchers
also have claims on large quantities of publicly owned resources, particularly in the West, including leases to graze livestock on more than 260
million acres of federal land and senior use rights to utilize more than 25
million acre-feet of water per year from Bureau of Reclamation projects!
Finally, the distribution of agricultural land is important to wildlife
conservation because farming is a major land use in many areas where
federal land ownership is limited. Among USDA farm production regions,
the federal government owns less than seven percent of all land in the
Northeast, Southeast, Delta States, Corn Belt, Lake States, Northern Plains,
Southern Plains, and Appalachia.9 Programs to protect wildlife species and
their habitats in these areas will often need to include privately owned
lands. Similarly, within the contiguous 48 states, the farm sector owns
much, if not most, of the 82 million acres of rural nonfederal wetlands;
cropland and pasture also account for 57 percent of the 101 million acres of
converted wetlands. 10 Hence, farm sector participation is key to any
national effort to protect and restore wetlands and their dependent species.
Given existing tradeoffs between agriculture and wildlife and
given the potential to use agricultural lands to enhance and protect wildlife
resources, it seems almost certain that one goal of future farm policy will
be to make crop and livestock production more compatible with species
and habitats. The Federal Agricultural Improvement and Reform (FAIR)
Act of 1996 made a large step in this direction. By increasing economic
incentives to enroll valuable habitats into the Conservation Reserve
Program, the Wetlands Reserve Program, and the Environmental Quality
Incentive Program, and by introducing the first agricultural conservation
program designed solely to protect and restore habitat (i.e., the Wildlife
Habitat Incentive Program), the FAIR Act positioned USDA to play a

7. See I BUREAU Op THm CENsUS, US. DE"TOF COMMERCE, 1992 CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE
pt. 51, at 17 (1994). For idled acreage, see ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERV., supra note 6, at 6.

8. See 178 BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, PUBLIC LAND
STATMIS 1993, at 23 (1994); FOREST SERVICE, U.S. DEPT OF AGRIC., ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT:.
1993 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FOREST SERVICE 41 (1994); Michael R. Moore et al., Water

Allocation in the American West: EndangeredFish Versus IrrigatedAgriculture,36 NAT. RESOURCES
J.319,333 (1996).
9. See ECONOMIc RESEARCH SERV., supra note 6, at 31.
10. See ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERV., U.S. DEP'TOFAGRIC., AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS 191 (1994).
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leading role in protecting wildlife resources on privately owned lands.
Policy interest in this role could significantly increase if, as envisioned in
the FAIR Act, market transition payments to farmers are phased out or if
other developed countries adopt programs that compensate farmers for
environmental amenities associated with their lands." ,' USDA's management of the 191.6 million acre National Forest System also gives it
responsibility for protecting wildlife on significant areas of public land.
This article reviews recent research relating to the economics of
protecting wildlife on agricultural lands. The objective is to see how results
obtained in these studies can help address four important questions
relating to the design of policies aimed at making farm production more
compatible with wildlife and wildlife habitat:
1. From society's perspective, are wildlife resources associated
with agricultural lands increasing or decreasing in value?
2. How do biological, and other environmental considerations,
affect strategies to reduce tradeoffs between agricultural production and
wildlife conservation?
3. What lessons can economics and past experiences with farmsector conservation programs offer the design and implementation of
future policies to increase the quantity and quality of land and water
resources farmers and ranchers allocate to wildlife?
4. How do resource ownership and uncertainty affect farm-level
wildlife conservation activities?
THE VALUE OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES ASSOCIATED WITH U.S.
AGRICULTURAL LANDS
To develop economically efficient strategies to protect wildlife on
U.S. agricultural lands, policy makers need information regarding the
values of different wildlife resources as well as indications of how these
values are likely to change over time. Such information helps identify the
optimal mix of species and habitats to protect, and the levels at which to
protect them. Valuing wildlife resources, however, can be complicated

11. The Swampbuster provision in the FAIR Act allows the Secretary of Agriculture to
severely restrict market transition payments to farmers who damage or destroy wetlands.
Eliminating these payments, then, would remove the economic incentive that many farmers
have to protect privately owned wetlands.
12. In much of Western Europe, traditional farming systems are associated with
significant landscape amenities and direct payments to farmers are being considered as a
means of protecting these amenities. In the United States, similar payments could be used to
protect the value of wildlife goods and services associated with agricultural lands. See
ORGANZATIN FOR ECONOMIC COPmEATION AND DEvmwOMsNT, ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFrI3
FROM AGRICULTURE: ISsuES AND POUCiS, THE HELSuNKI SEMINAR 8-10 (1997).
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because the associated goods and services often possess characteristics that
limit their trade in markets. For example, much of the benefit people derive
from wild species consists of knowing a species exists (existence value),
knowing a species will exist for future generations to use (bequest value),
and maintaining the ability to use a species at a later time (option value).
But these are public goods, meaning that once provided at some level, they
are freely available at that level to all consumers. Public goods are a
problem for markets because (1) consumers have an incentive to let others
provide such goods while they increase consumption of other goods and
services, and (2) private suppliers have little incentive to incur the costs of
producing goods they cannot sell. Therefore, the market equilibrium
quantity of a public good will typically be well below the level that would
be deemed socially optimal. 13 Similarly, where fish and game species
cannot be restricted to specific areas of private property, they assume the
characteristics of a common property resource, meaning that they can be
taken by anyone willing to incur the direct harvesting costs. Because these

are the only costs that consumers must pay, there is little incentive for
private agents to incur the costs of production. As with public goods, the
market equilibrium quantity of a common property resource will tend to
be less than socially optimal.
The non-market nature of many wildlife goods and services means
that the associated wildlife resources must often be valued indirectly-either estimated by nonmarket valuation techniques (e.g.,
contingent valuation or travel cost methods) or inferred by observations on
related expenditures and activities. Table I presents recent estimates of and
observations relating to the value of various wildlife goods and services.
While the exact meanings and magnitudes of the figures can be debated,
the point is that the value of wildlife resources can be significant even if not
observable. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), for example,
estimates the value that people in the United States place on the existence
of wolves in Yellowstone National Park and Central Idaho at $16.7 million
annually, while the existence value for the Mexican Spotted Owl and its
habitat has been estimated at close to $3.9 billion annually. 14
The values of wildlife resources are determined by the factors that
affect the demands for and supplies of their associated goods and services.
Identifying these factors and how they are likely to change is key to

13. In many instances, wildlife viewing can also be considered a public good.
14. The $3.9 billion figure for the Mexican spotted owl was derived by multiplying the
household WPT estimate of Loomis and Ekstrand by % million households. See John Loomis
& Earl Ekstrand, Economic Benefits of CriticalHabitatfor the Mexican Spotted Owl: A Scope Test
Using a Multiple-Bounded ContingentValuation Suruey, 22 J.AGRIC. & RESOURCE ECON. 356, 363

(1997).
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understanding whether wildlife resources are likely to increase or decrease
in value in the future. Like other environmental amenities, changes in the
demands for wildlife goods and services tend to be positively correlated
with changes in household incomes and population. s These correlations
are evident in Tables 2 and 3 for sportsman activities (fishing and hunting)
and wildlife observation. Table 2 shows that between 1980 and 1990, the
U.S. population and median household income rose 9.8 and 5.9 percent,
respectively, while the number of sportsmen rose 17.1 percent. These
changes, together with the 10 percent increase in hunting and fishing days
and the 55.1 percent increase in expenditures by sportsmen, suggest a trend
where increasing numbers of wealthier sportsmen hunt and fish less often
but spend more when they do. Some possible explanations are that higher
income hunters have a greater opportunity cost for hunting, have fewer
opportunities to hunt near home, and/or are substituting quality for
quantity.16 Table 3 indicates that the positive correlation between income
and demand for fishing, hunting, and nonconsumptive activities continues
up to an income level of about $50,000 per year. Thus, given continued
growth in population and household incomes, we can also expect the
demands for wildlife resources to rise.
Numerous studies on ecosystem dynamics have also increased the
demand for wildlife resources by drawing attention to the critical roles that
wild species play in natural systems. By improving our understanding of
what society gives up when species, habitats, and natural ecosystems are
lost or degraded, these studies have expanded the set of wildlife resources
society has moved to protect. Wetlands, for example, were long viewed as
breeding grounds for pest species. Between 1850 and 1977, federal
programs subsidized the conversion of millions of acres of wetlands to
agriculture and other uses.17 Today, wetlands are valued as prime habitat

15. Studies showing a positive relationship between income and the demand for wildlife
goods and services include, Michael J. Hay & Kenneth E. McConnell, An Analysis of
Participationin NonconsunptiveWildlife Recreation, 55 LAND ECON. 460,466 (1979); Mark Rockel
& Mary Jo Kealy, The Value ofNonconswnptive Wildlife Recreation in the United States, 67 LAND
ECOtN. 422,426-28 (1991); Daniel Hagen et al., Benefits of PreservingOld-Growth Forestsand the
Spotted Owl, 10 CONTEMP. POL'Y ISSUES 13,23-25 (1992).
16. In a study of lease hunting in Gillespie County, Texas, Thigpen et al. also found

income to be positively correlated with hunting expenditures and negatively correlated with
number of hunting trips. See JACK THIGPEN Er AL., TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE,

Hun EXPENDrrURE TO RURAL COMMUNITIES AND LANDOWNERS: GILLESPIE COUNTY CASE
STUDY 6 (1992).

17. The first major federal drainage programs were the Swamp Land Acts of 1849 and
1850. 43 U.S.C. §§ 981-94 (1994). These Acts ceded nearly 64 million acres of wetlands to 15
states on condition that funds raised from their sale be used for reclamation. Between 1940
and 1977, USDA's Agricultural Conservation Program, Great Plains Conservation Program,
and Conservation Technical Assistance Program, provided farmers with cost-sharing and
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for many fish, game, waterfowl, and fur species as well as almost half of all
threatened or endangered species." Also valued are wetlands roles in

recharging ground water supplies, storing flood waters, and filtering
pollutants from waters entering streams, rivers, and lakes. Reflecting this
increased knowledge, the federal government now has a no-net-loss goal
for wetlands. USDA's emphasis on protecting and restoring wetlands is
reflected in the Swampbuster provisions of the last three Farm Acts and the
Wetlands Reserve Program (see Appendix 1).
While the demands for many wildlife goods and services have
increased with population and income levels, so too have the demands for
alternative goods and services related to land and water resources-including food, fiber, forest products, non-wildlife recreation,
housing, and economic development. These goods and services are
generally traded in markets. Thus, when their demands increase, so too do
the economic incentives to shift lands into the associated uses. Sorensen et
aL, for example, estimate that from 1982 to 1992 almost 4.3 million acres of
prime or unique farmland were converted to urban uses."
Agricultural land conversions have been an important factor in the
loss of many once abundant ecosystems. Examples include Midwestern
wetlands, California wetlands and native grasslands, tallgrass prairie,
Southwestern riparian forests, longleaf pine forests, and savanna-all are
now 1 to 15 percent of their presettlement area.' With land conversions
come declines in associated species. Agricultural land conversions in the
Great Plains have been linked to significant declines in the populations of
numerous wetland and grassland dependent bird species-including the
northern pintail, mallard duck, blue-winged teal, lark bunting, grasshopper

technical assistance to drain some 57 million acres of wet farmland; the Small Watershed
Program funded larger scale flood control and drainage structures. USDA drainage programs
were sharply curtailed in 1977 when Executive Order 11990 directed Federal agencies to limit
direct involvement in draining wetlands. For discussions of Federal drainage programs
related to agriculture, see KErri BEAUCHAMP, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE, A HISTORY OF
DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE METHODS, in FARM DRAINAGE IN THE UNITED STATES 13, 17-19

(George A. Pavellis ed., 1987); ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERv., supra note 6, at 319.
18. Boylan and MacLean estimate that 46 percent of the 1,082 U.S. plant and animal
species listed as threatened or endangered as of May 32,1997, are associated with wetlands.
See Karen Day Boylan & Donald R. MacLean, Linking Species Loss with Wetlands Loss, 19
NATIONAL WELANDS NEWSL 14 (1997).

19. When conversions of pastureland, rangeland, and farm-owned forests are included,
losses of agricultural lands to development were about one million acres per year between
1982 and 1992. See A. ANN SORENSEN ET AL, CENTER FOR AGRIC. IN THE ENV'T, FARMING ON THE

EDGE 18-25 (1997).
20.

See REED F. Noss & ROBERT L. PETERS, DEFENDERS OF WIUDLIFE, ENDANGERED

ECOSYSTEMS:A STATUS REPORT ON AMERICA'S VANISHNG HABrTAT AND WnDuFE 18, 27, 54-68
(1995).
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sparrow, sage grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, and greater prairie chicken.21
Within the contiguous 48 states, over 71 percent of the species listed by the
federal government as threatened or endangered due to activities typically
associated with agriculture are listed, at least in part, due to the conversion
of habitat to production.'
By decreasing the quantity of wildlife habitat, land conversions
reduce the supply of wildlife goods and services and in so doing increase
the value, at least to society, of those wildlife resources that remain.
Decreasing supplies of wildlife resources, combined with increasing
demands for wildlife goods and services suggest that the value of wildlife
resources, at least in general, is increasing. To the extent that agricultural
lands can be managed to enhance wildlife resources, it is reasonable to
expect that future agricultural policies will continue the 1996 Farm Act's
emphasis on protecting species and habitats.
BIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Wild species require four basic biological services from their
habitats-food, water, cover, and interspersion. Where agriculture
diminishes the ability of habitats to provide these services, species will be
negatively impacted. Understanding how species exploit habitats and how
habitats support species is key to the design of economically efficient
policies to enhance and protect wildlife on agricultural lands. Policies that
do not provide for the biological needs of target species are unlikely to
accomplish their wildlife conservation objectives. Therefore, any associated
restrictions imposed on farm activities run the risk of needlessly increasing
production costs. Understanding the interaction between species and
habitat can also clarify how agriculture affects the ability of habitats to
service species and thus increases the probability of identifying the least
costly actions needed to maintain valued wildlife resources at desired
levels.
At the same time, it is important to note that knowledge of species,
habitats, and ecosystems is often incomplete. This can make it difficult, if
not impossible, to identify the full set of wildlife impacts associated with
given farm production practices. As a result, actions taken to protect or
enhance one set of species or habitats may encourage responses that
negatively impact other species or habitats in ways that are neither known
nor intended. For example, biologists generally believe that conventional
tillage is more damaging to wildlife, particularly bird populations, than notill because it leaves less food and cover on the ground and because it

21.
22.

See MCKEwZ & RILEY, supra note 5, at 15-16.
See ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERV., supra note 6, at 18.
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entails more field operations. ' No-till, however, tends to be more pesticide
intensive and, thus, in certain locations and conditions, can increase
species' exposure to toxic chemicals and decrease water quality in
connected ecosystems. But, if the wildlife impacts associated with increased
exposure to toxic chemicals or deteriorated water quality occur away from
farm fields, or if they take years to become apparent, they may well be
overlooked in efforts to restore populations negatively impacted by
conventional tillage. Because policies to make wildlife and agriculture more
compatible must often be based on a partial understanding of species,
habitats, and ecosystems, some unintended negative impacts related to
conservation activities are to be expected.
It is also important to note that nature imposes its own set of
tradeoffs among species. Almost no ecosystem disturbance, even the
conversion of a natural ecosystem to monoculture crop production, is
detrimental to all species. White tail deer, raccoons, red foxes, coyotes,
Canada geese, and starlings are all species that have thrived in association
with agriculture. Similarly, efforts to restore specific types of habitats will
negatively affect species not adapted to those habitats. Table 4, for example,
shows how various wildlife enhancement practices on Conservation
Reserve Program (CRP) lands impact selected birds and mammals. Note
that there are only four cases where the indicated practice positively affects
all of the species listed. Hence, whether or not a given farm activity is
perceived as detrimental or beneficial to wildlife will depend on the relative
values society attaches to the species that are negatively and positively
impacted.
Finally, the site-specific nature of agriculture's impacts on wildlife
has important implications for the design and implementation of policies
to reduce the negative effects of crop and livestock production on wild
species. Such policies are generally motivated by concerns about the
aggregate impacts that farm practices have on wildlife. The inclusion of
Swampbuster provisions in each Farm Act since 1985, for example, is a
response to concerns over agriculture's role in the loss of U.S. wetlands. In
the FAIR Act (the 1996 Farm Act), this provision authorizes the Secretary
of Agriculture to restrict farm program benefits to farmers or ranchers who
produce a commodity on a wetland converted after December 23,1985, or
who simply converted a wetland after November 28,1990.
The impacts that crop and livestock production have on wildlife,
however, are largely determined by factors specific to location and timing.
The wildlife damages associated with farm chemical use, for example, can

23. See Louis B. Best, Impacts of Tillage Practices on Wildlife Habitat and Populations, in
FARMING FOR A BmTrER ENVIRONMENT 53,53-54 (1995) (Soil And Water Conservation Soc'y
White Paper).
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differ with a field's soil type, slope, permeability, proximity to surface
water, uses of nearby lands, mix of resident species, and timing of field
operations. Differences in these (and other) variables can mean that a
production activity that is very damaging to wildlife in one location and
time is relatively benign in another. Applying fertilizers or pesticides
shortly before major precipitation events, for example, significantly
increases the chemical residues in field runoff.2 4 Field operations are much
more damaging to ground nesting birds if they occur during prime nesting
seasons, since young birds cannot flee. ' Policies to make agricultural
production more compatible with wildlife need to be flexible to take
advantage of the wide array of physical, environmental, and managerial
factors that can affect the impacts of production practices on species and
habitats at the county, field, and even sub-field levels.
Recognizing the complexities that nature can impose on wildlife
protection efforts, biologists have developed some general recommendations to protect and enhance wildlife populations and habitats in and
around agricultural areas.' They include the following:
1. allowing conservation programs the flexibility to address local
and regional wildlife priorities,
2. reducing farm chemical use (e.g., restricting chemical use within
50 feet of water bodies, within 20 feet of field edges, near woodlots, hedges,
wetlands, fence lines, or before heavy rains),
3. promoting larger contiguous tracts of habitat over smaller
isolated tracts,
4. reducing field disturbances (e.g., mowing and weed control)
during prime nesting periods,
5. giving conservation priority to wetlands and adjacent areas, and
6. encouraging conservation tillage (particularly no-till).

&FPnERT. BROMLE, VIRGINACOOPATrV EXTENSION SERV.,
24. EUZ"EMrrts R.SSN
PESTICIDEs AND WILDLIFE: A GUIDE TO REDUCING IMPACrs ON ANIMALS AND THEIR HABITAT
13 (1991).
25. See Richard E. Warner &Stanley L.Etter, Hay Cuttingand the Survival of Pheasants:A
Long-Term Perspective, 53 J. WILDLIFE MGMT. 455, 455-61 (1989); ARTHUR W. ALLEN,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, REGIONAL AND STATE PERSPECTIVES ON CONSERVATION
PROGRAM COmNuBTIoNs TO WILDLIFE HABITAT 14-15 (1994).
26. See Ann Y. Robinson, Sustainable Agriculture: The Wildlife Connection, 6 AM. J.
ALTERNATIVE AGRIC. 161,161-65 (1991); Kathryn Freemark & Myriam Csizy, Effect of Different

Habitats vs. Agricultural Practices on Breeding Birds, in PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE:
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH To PROTECrWATER QUALITY 284, 284-88; STINSON & BROML,
note 24, at 12-16; ALLEN, supranote 25, at 21-24; Best, supra note 23, at 53-54.

supra
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IMPLICATIONS FROM ECONOMICS
In the United States, agriculture operates under competitive market
conditions but is also influenced by government farm programs that have
traditionally emphasized controlling market supplies, stabilizing commodity prices, and maintaining farm incomes. The competitive structure of
agriculture means that farmers and ranchers maximize profits subject to
resource limitations and government program constraints, while taking
input prices, output prices, and other market conditions as given.
Consistent with competitive market behavior is a body of literature
indicating that profitability is the major factor affecting farmers' decisions
to adopt new technologies or production practices. Examples include
integrated pest management, precision agriculture, soil nitrogen testing,
conservation tillage, and water efficient irrigation systems.' Key to
understanding how farmers and ranchers will respond to efforts to change
production systems to enhance wildlife habitats is understanding how
those efforts will impact farm profits.
The relationship between agriculture and wildlife is depicted in
Figure 1. The first row shows that farmers and ranchers allocate land and
water resources among commodity production, undisturbed habitat, and
development to maximize the present value of net farm income (i.e., over
some time horizon relevant to the farmer). For a given parcel, each land-use
decision implies a different set of land-use activities, which, in turn, implies
a different set of wildlife impacts; these activities and impacts are depicted
in the second and third rows of Figure 1, respectively. Finally, the wildlife
impacts associated with each land-use are valued indicating to what extent
society views each land uses' net effect on wildlife as a cost or a benefit. In
general, wildlife benefits will be highest when land is allocated to
undisturbed habitat and lowest when land is developed. Agricultural
production will typically (but not always) be associated with an intermedi-

27. With respect to integrated pest management, see Jorge Fernandez-Comejo, The Microeconomic Impact of 1PM Adoption: Theory and Application, 25 AGIC. &RESOURCE ECON. REv. 149,
151-59 (1996); PETE NOWAK ET AL, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIc., PRACICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
ASSESSING BARRIERS To IPM ADOPTION, in PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRD NATIONAL 1PM
SYMPoSIUM/WORKSHOP: BROADENNG SUPPORT FOR 21ST CENTURY IPM 97 (Sarah Lynch et al.
eds, 1997). With respect to precision agriculture, see NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, PRECISION
AGRICULTURE IN THE 21ST CENTURY: GEOSPATIAL AND INFORMATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES IN CROP

MANAGEMENT 54-67 (1997). With respect to soil nitrogen testing, see Darrell J. Boch et al.,
Voluntary Versus Mandatory AgriculturalPolicies to Protect Water Quality:Adoption of Nitrogen
Testingin Nebraska, 17 REv. AGRIC. ECON. 13,16-20 (1995). With respect to conservation tillage,
see Economic, Environmental Issues Raised in Recent Special Review Submission, Triazine Network
News, Dec. 1996, at 1. With respect to water efficient irrigation technology, see Margriet
Caswell & David Zilberman, The Choices of Irrigation Technologies in California,67(2) AM. J.
AGRIC. ECON. 224,226-33 (1985).
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ate situation-that is, fewer wildlife benefits than undisturbed habitat but
more than development Figure 1 highlights several considerations relevant
to the design and implementation of policies to make agriculture and
wildlife more compatible.
Figue 1: Agneulturs Land Use andMlWs
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First, because each land-use implies a different set of wildlife impacts, there are several land-use decisions that can be viewed, at least in a
general sense, as moving to protect or enhance wildlife resources associated with agricultural lands. Specifically, conditions for wildlife will improve, or at least not deteriorate, when existing habitat is maintained,
existing cropland or pasture is converted to habitat, or existing cropland or
pasture is not developed. Recognizing that cropland and pasture provide
at least some wildlife benefits is important because the cost of keeping land
in production can be significantly less than the cost of shifting it to undisturbed habitat. This is particularly true near urban areas where residential,
commercial, and recreational demands often give land in agriculture and
habitat a very high opportunity cost. Wiebe et al., for example, note that in
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, urban growth has driven farmland prices
as high as $12,000 an acre, which would be the opportunity cost of
converting cropland to habitat.R2 The Lancaster Farmland Trust, however,
has purchased development rights to some 16,900 acres for about $2,000
per acre. In designing a program to protect wildlife resources in this area,
a key economic question is whether six acres of farmland produce more or
less of the desired wildlife goods and services than one acre of undisturbed
habitat. More generally, the point is that while habitat may be the land use
associated with the most wildlife benefits, cropland or pasture may yield
the most wildlife benefits per conservation dollar. When this is the case,
wildlife conservation can be viewed as keeping farmland in production
rather than allowing it to shift into a less wildlife friendly use.
A second point to note in Figure 1 is that there are conditions
under which allocating land to habitat is economically rational. Understanding these conditions can help identify where government actions may
be needed to protect or enhance wildlife on agricultural lands, as well as
which policy tools may be most effective in achieving conservation
objectives. Land may be in habitat because it is too costly to convert to
production or because it is the highest valued land use. For example,
almost 28 percent of Texas farmland (about 36.3 million acres) is leased for
recreational hunting." In a survey of these farms, nearly 70 percent of the
respondents indicated that they offered lease hunting to increase farm
income." Where habitat is too costly to convert or is the most profitable

28. See KEITH WIEBE ET AL, U.S. DEPIT OF AGRIc., PARTIAL bMRE551 IN LAND, POuCY
TOOLS FOR RESOURCE USE AND CONSERVATION 13 (1996).
29. See THIGPEN ETAL, supra note 16, at 2.
30. The survey obtained responses from about 605 percent of the farms and ranches that
lease land for hunting in Texas-or 7,399 of 12,367 operations. Among respondents, mean
revenues and operating costs associated with lease hunting were $4,546 and $1,650, respectively. See JACK THIGPENrEr AL, TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE, TEXAS HUNTING

LEASES 1-4 (1991).
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land use, there will generally not be a need for government actions to
protect it. Alternatively, a landowner may have accepted an economic
inducement to allocate land to habitat--as could be the case for lands in the
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), the Wetlands Reserve Program
(WRP), or for lands affected by the Swampbuster provisions of the FAIR
Act. Under these conditions, keeping land in habitat is likely to be
contingent upon continuation of an economic inducement. Hence, a phase
out of market transition payments could remove the economic incentive for
many farmers to protect privately owned wetlands. Claassen et al. estimate
that such a phase out would result in conversion of 2.1 to 5.6 million acres
of privately owned wetlands to agricultural production.'1
Figure 1 also shows that agriculture can affect wildlife through two
general processes-intensification (the use of more variable inputs per unit
of land) and extensification (bringing new lands into production).,2 For a
given tract of land, these processes are associated with different sets of
wildlife impacts. Table 5 shows how selected intensive and extensive
margin activities affect species listed by the federal government as
threatened or endangered with extinction. As of September 1995, 663 such
species inhabited the lower 48 states. Of these, 272 were threatened by
agricultural development, 171 by grazing, and 115 by the use of fertilizers
and/or pesticides.
The relationship between intensive and extensive margin activities
can complicate the design of policies to make agriculture and wildlife more
compatible because land and variable inputs, particularly fertilizer, are
often substitutes in farm production. This means that where producers
respond favorably to incentives to allocate more land and water to wildlife,
they may also increase the use of farm chemicals and/or field operations
on land remaining in production. In such cases, efforts to protect or

31. The 5.6 million acres is an estimate of the immediate (i.e., short-run) conversion of
wetlands, while the 2.1 million acres is an estimate of the permanent (i.e., long-run)
conversion. See Roger Claassen et al., Reviewing the Effects of Relaxing AgriculturalLand Use
Restrictions:Wetland Delineation in the Swampbuster Program,20 REV. AGRIC. ECON. 390, 394-400
(1988).
32. Intensive margin decisions tend to be short-run (less than a year) in nature and
include such things as the choice of commodity produced and the optimal mix of chemicals,
machine hours, and farm labor. Related impacts on wild species include habitat degradation,
disturbances by field operations, exposure to farm chemicals, and competition from domestic
species. Extensive margin decisions generally involve a more long-run horizon. Impacts on
wild species include the degradation and loss of habitat.
33. See THOMAS W. HERTEL ET AL, THE AGRIC. EXPERIMENT STATION AT PURDUE UNIV.,
COMPUTING FARM LEvEL GENERAL EQUImIBRUM DEMAND ELASTicmEs FOR AGRICULTURAL

COMMODITIES 56 (1989); YUJIRO HAYAMI & VERNON W. RUrTAN, AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT:
AN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 200-03 (1985); Hans P. Binswanger, FactorProductivity in

Agriculture,56(2) AM. J.AGRIC. ECON. 377,383-85 (1974).
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enhance species at agriculture's extensive margin may come at a cost of

negatively impacting other species at the intensive margin.
Accepting that profit maximization is the principle motivation
underlying land and water use decisions in the farm sector, two additional
policy considerations emerge from Figure 1. First, given a free market
situation, farmers and ranchers will generally have little economic incentive
to protect or enhance wildlife. This is because the benefits of protecting
wildlife resources are largely non-market in nature and accrue in small
increments across a large number of individuals (see Table 1). Therefore,
even when the benefits associated with wildlife resources are significant in
the aggregate, farmers and ranchers typically have very limited opportunities to capture their value in markets. The costs of protecting wildlife
resources, on the other hand, while often small in the aggregate, frequently
fall heavily on specific groups whose production activities happen to
coincide with key habitat areas. For farmers and ranchers, whose production activities often conflict with species' habitat requirements, the benefits
of supplying wildlife habitat typically do not increase farm profits, but the
costs often do decrease farm profits.
To illustrate, consider the reintroduction of gray wolves into
Yellowstone National Park. The annual benefits associated with a
successful reintroduction have been estimated at $8.3 million in existence
value and $23 million in increased visitor expenditures.' The former will
be distributed among all people in the United States who value knowing
that a self-sustaining population of wolves exists in the Park. The latter will
be distributed primarily among providers of tourist, recreation, and retail
goods and services in the area. Reintroduction costs, on the other hand,
include livestock depredation losses estimated at between $1,888 and
$30,470 annually.' Absent a compensation program, local ranchers would
bear all of this cost.' The asymmetry between the distribution of benefits
and costs associated with wildlife resources, combined with the difficulties
of exchanging wildlife goods and services in formal markets, offers a well
established economic justification for using government policy to protect
wildlife resources associated with agricultural lands.
The second implication of assuming profit maximizing behavior in
Figure 1 is that if farmers and ranchers are offered an economic inducement to allocate land or water resources to habitat, they will offer those
resources whose return in commodity production or development is, at
most, equal to the value of the inducement. Hence, simple payment

34.
35.

See FIsH & WILDu
See id. at 4-24.

SERVICE, supra note 2, at 4-26.

36. Defenders of Wildlife, a private nonprofit conservation group, currently compensates
ranchers for livestock killed by wolves, but how long this program will continue is uncertain.
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schemes to increase wildlife habitats on U.S. farms will tend to attract the
least profitable agricultural lands. Since many wildlife goods and services
are not valued in markets, however, market metrics can be poor indicators
of a parcel's value to wildlife. The lack of a direct link between land value
in agriculture and land value in habitat means that simply paying
producers to allocate additional land to wildlife will have a hit or miss
quality with respect to whether or not the best habitat areas are included.
For example, biologists generally conclude that the original CRP yielded
large wildlife benefits in the Midwest and Great Plains and very small
benefits in the Southeast.Y This suggests that policies to protect or enhance
wildlife resources on U.S. agricultural lands should include incentives that
encourage landowners to enroll those lands with most potential for
producing desired wildlife goods and services.
LESSONS FROM PAST USDA CONSERVATION EFFORTS
While USDA has a long history of administering conservation
programs, efforts to date have focused primarily on reducing soil erosion
and improving water quality. The FAIR Act of 1996, however, significantly
expanded USDA's potential role in conserving wildlife (see Appendix 1).
Hence, it is useful to review USDA's experience with conservation
programs to see what lessons might be drawn with respect to protecting
and enhancing wildlife on agricultural lands. The lessons that emerge are
generally consistent with the economic implications discussed above.
Perhaps the most important lesson is that farmers and ranchers
will shift land and water resources into habitat, provided they are
adequately compensated for resulting income losses. USDA's conservation
efforts have traditionally emphasized the use of economic incentives to
encourage farmers and ranchers to shift lands into conservation uses. That
farmers and ranchers have voluntarily enrolled some 27.6 million acres in
the CRP; 533,000 acres in the WRP and the Emergency Wetlands Reserve
Program; and allowed about 91.6 million acres to be covered by the
Swampbuster provision of the FAIR Act strongly suggests that a key
component of any national effort to protect and enhance wildlife on U.S.
agricultural lands should be that it cover the opportunity cost of shifting
land and water resources into habitat.'

37. See AU.EN, supra note 25, at 4-10; WIDLnF MANAGEMENT INST., AMERICA NEEDS THE
CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAM 8 (1994).
38. For CRP acreage, see FARM SERV. AGENcY, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRic., THE CONSERVATION
RESERVE PROGRAM: 15T SIGNUP 57 (1997). Figures for the WRP and the Emergency Wetlands
Reserve are 443,556 and 89,470 acres, respectively. See ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERV., U.S. DEP'T
OF AGRIC., AREI UPDATES 1997: WETLANDS RESERVE PROGRAMS 1 (1997). Acreage for

Swampbuster was obtained from personal communication (April, 22, 1998) with Roger
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A second lesson to draw from USDA's experience with conservation programs is that broad restrictions on land uses or production
practices are likely to be needlessly costly. For example, a tax on nitrogen
fertilizer, if set high enough, would reduce nitrogen runoff from crop lands
and thus could help address habitat degradation problems in areas like the
Chesapeake Bay, the Florida Everglades, and the coastal waters of
Louisiana. Such a tax, however, would also raise production costs for
producers whose use of fertilizers does not contribute to these (or other)
water quality problems. Similarly, assessments of the pre-1990 CRP
signups conclude that the uniform application of standard enrollment
criteria significantly increased the costs of achieving the program's stated
objective of reducing soil erosion." Analyzing the CRP in 1994, Heimlich
and Osborn found that if the annual payments for lands enrolled prior to
1990 had been based on the soil productivity index implemented with the
1990 signup, annual program costs would have been about $450 million
less than they actually were.'"
Finally, USDA's experience with conservation programs indicates
that there are potentially significant cost savings in designing programs to
protect or enhance wildlife resources on agricultural lands if those
programs target lands with the highest potential for producing wildlife
goods and services." Babcock et al., for example, analyze the costs and
benefits of targeting a new CRP to select the best wildlife habitat out of the
lands enrolled in the program in 1994. They conclude that a program
funded at $500 million annually (about 28 percent of the actual 1994
funding level) would have attracted 36 percent of the acreage in the
program in 1994 and yielded 50.3 percent of the wildlife benefits. For a $1

Claassen, Economic Research Service, Washington, D.C. and was estimated from National
Resources Inventory data.
39. See Katherine Reichelderfer & William G. Boggess, Government Decision Making and

ProgramPerrmance:The Caseof the Conservation Reserve Program,70 AM. J.AGMC. ECON. 1,5-9
(1988); Rodney B.W. Smith, The ConservationReserve Programas a Least-Cost Land Retirement
Medmnism, 77 AM. J.AGRIC. ECON. 93,102.04 (1995); Ralph E. Heimlich & Tim Osbor, Buying
More Environmental Protection With Limited Dollars, in CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS: WHEN
CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAM CONTRACIs EXPIRE: THE POLICY OPONS 83,86 (1994).
40. See Heimlich & Osborn, supranote 39, at 86.
41. See BRUCE A. BABCOCK ET AL, CENTER FOR AGRIC. RESEARCH AND DEV., WORKING
PAPER 95-WP 129, THE ECONOMIC, ENVIRONMENTAL, AND FISCAL IMPACTS OF TARGETING
RENEWAL OF CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAM CONTRACTS 25-29 (1995); Aziz BOUZAHER ET
AL., INiTIAL REPORT U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT
CR822045-01-0, TARGETING THE EXTENSION OF THE CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAM FOR
WILDLIFE HABITAT 6-8 (1994).
42. See BABCOCK ET AL, supranote 41, at 25-29. This analysis was done just before CRP
contracts covering millions of acres expired and before the FAIR Act reauthorized the
program.
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billion program, these figures are 68 percent of the acreage and 80.4 percent
of the wildlife benefits. More recently, an analysis of the March 1997 CRP
signup reveals that the effect of the new enrollment criteria, which requires
competitive bids and considers both enrollment costs and potential
environmental benefits (see Appendix 1), has been to decrease program
costs from $50 to $39 per acre.'
It is also worth noting that the ability to target valuable habitat
areas for protection requires that conservation programs be flexible enough
to account for differences in regional wildlife priorities and local resource
conditions. To illustrate, Table 6 details a set of regional wildlife priorities
that were developed by biologists preparing background material for the
FAIR Act. The list is only illustrative of what might be included in a
national set of wildlife priorities, but it highlights the need for conservation
efforts to emphasize different species, habitats, and activities in different

parts of the country.
RESOURCE OWNERSHIP
Few issues are as important to the design and implementation of
policies to protect or enhance wildlife on U.S. agricultural lands as
accounting for the ownership arrangements governing the associated land
and water resources. These arrangements determine what economic
interests farmers and ranchers have in land and water, and thus they
determine when producers will see policies to promote wildlife as a benefit
or cost, or as economically neutral. Ownership arrangements also
determine the strength of alternative claims to allocate land and water
resources to economic uses and so they determine the set of feasible policy
instruments that can be used to protect or enhance species and habitats.
The Endangered Species Act (ESA), for example, does not protect listed
plants on privately owned lands (see Appendix 2). Thus, protecting such
species often requires the cooperation of private landowners. At the other
extreme, the ESA requires federal agencies to ensure that actions they fund,
authorize, or carry out are not likely to jeopardize listed species. Farmers
and ranchers who lease federal lands or depend on government supplied
goods and services are much more susceptible to regulatory actions when
their production activities pose threats to listed species.
Different ownership arrangements create different incentives
regarding the management and use of similar resources. It is often argued,
for example, that resource owners will generally be better stewards than
renters because ownership creates an economic interest in the long-run
productivity of a resource. Hence, owners have more incentive to

43.

See FARM SERV. AGENCY, supranote 38, at iii.
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undertake investments and practices that maintain or increase returns to
land and water over time, while renters have more incentive to maximize
short-run gains. LaFrance and Watts, for example, note that owners of
private rangeland in the West are much more likely to make investments
that improve long-run range productivity than agents who lease federal
rangelands." Similarly, Femandez-Comejo et al. argue that crop producers
will be more likely to make land enhancing investments if they own the
land they farm than if they rent it.'
For purposes of promoting wildlife conservation on U.S. agricultural lands, it is useful to view resource ownership in terms of a bundle of
separate interests--each conveying the right to use a resource in a specific
way (e.g., to grow crops, graze livestock, log, mine, develop, or rent to
others).' The set of all interests in a given land or water resource may be
held largely by one agent, or the interests may be distributed among
multiple parties. The market value of any subset of interests, then, reflects
expectations about the present value of all current and potential future uses
that subset of interests allows the holder to legally undertake. In this
framework, when efforts to protect wild species and their habitats impose
new restrictions on how private agents may exercise their interests in land
or water resources, the result can be a decrease in the market value of those
interests.
The present distribution of interests in U.S. land and water
resources is rooted in over 200 years of law, custom, precedent, and social
institutions.' To protect the general public, society has traditionally
allocated certain interests to government, including the right to manage
wildlife.' At the same time, society has only recently attempted to assert
44. Improvements include building and maintaining fences and watering facilities and
providing services such as moving livestock and supplemental feeding when needed. See
Jeffrey T. LaFrance & Myles J.Watts, PublicGrazing in the West and "RangelandReform '94," 77

AM. J.AcGic. EcoN. 447,454 (1995).
45. See JORGE FERNANDEZ-CORNEJO ST AL, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIc., THE ADoION OF
INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES BY VEGETABLE GROWERS 5 (1992). The

empirical evidence on the connection between land enhancing technologies and land
ownership, however, is very mixed. See Ariel Dinar et al., Adoption of Improved Irrigationand
DrainageReduction Technologies Under LimitingEnviromnental Conditions,2 ENVTL &RESOU cE
130ON. 373, 384-88, 395 (1992). See also Luther Tweeten, The Structureof Agriculture: Implications
for Soil and Water Conservation, 50 J.Soil & Water Conservation 347,347-51 (1995); Meredith
Soule et al., Conservation on Rented Farmland,AGRIc. OUTLOOK Jan.-Feb. 1999, at 15-17.
46. See WIEBE ET AL supranote 28, at 2-4.
47. See id. at 2-4.
48. The public interest in managing wildlife evolved because wild species typically do
not respect property boundaries and so are difficult for property owners to enforce a claim
on. Hence, in the absence of government regulations to the contrary, individuals have an
economic incentive to harvest any plant or animal with a positive net market value without
regard to any long-run benefits society might enjoy from a sustainably managed population
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a legal right to protect habitats for the benefit of the general public and
these attempts have met with limited success.49 The policy problem,
therefore, is that while society has an established right to protect and
manage wild species, it does not have a clear right to infringe on individuals' interests in private lands to protect the habitats species may need to
survive. To illustrate how ownership arrangements can affect the set of
policies suited to protect wildlife resources, we consider how conservation
efforts have differed when the associated land or water resources have
been owned by private agents and by the federal government.
Private Lands and the CRP
The Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) (see Appendix 1) offers
one policy approach to protecting and enhancing wildlife resources on
privately owned farmlands. Although not originally designed or intended
to benefit wildlife, land-use changes attributed to the CRP have increased
species populations and habitats in many parts of the country. In the
Northern Plains, where half of all waterfowl reproduction in the contiguous 48 states occurs, the CRP induced farmers to convert nine million acres
of cropland into permanent vegetative cover. This helped reverse two
decades of habitat loss and waterfowl numbers in the area have begun to
rise. In the Midwest, CRP land was found to contain 21 times more nesting
sites for grassland birds than adjacent croplands. ° In Oklahoma, pronghorn populations tripled as a result of the CRP.51 Estimates of the value of
small game hunting, waterfowl hunting, and nonconsumptive use benefits
associated with CRP lands over the first 10 years of the program total more
than $8 billion.
The CRP experience highlights the potential effectiveness of largescale long-run land retirements for protecting and enhancing wildlife
resources associated with U.S. agricultural lands. From 1986 through 1995,

(since such benefits would generally accrue to others).
49. In 1997, for example, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Bennett v. Spear, 520 U.S. 154
(1997) that landowners could sue Federal agencies to address economic costs resulting from
land-use restrictions imposed under the Endangered Species Act. The suit, brought by
ranchers in Oregon, sought to block the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service from reducing supplies
of irrigation water to protect two listed fish species.
The lack of a historical public interest in habitat is largely due to the past abundance of
wildlife and habitat and a poor understanding of how the two were related. As the U.S.
system of property rights evolved, these factors led society to attach low marginal values to
most species and habitats.
50. See WILDLIUE MANAGEMENT INST., supra note 37, at 6.
51. See id. at 6. For another discussion of areas where the CRP has been associated with
increases in wildlife populations, see ALLEN, supranote 25, at 4-11.
52. See ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERV., supranote 6, at 293.
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enrollment averaged more than 30 million acres with most contracts
running for 10 years By contrast, between 1986 and 1995 USDA operated
several annual land-retirement programs, including various Acreage
Reduction Programs, 0/85-92 and 50/85-92. These programs idled between
13 and 60 million acres a year but produced very few wildlife benefits
because the affected lands were returned to production relatively quickly 5
In the context of resource ownership discussed above, the CRP
approach works because society, acting through the federal government,
purchases from willing sellers the right to allocate specific farmlands to
conservation uses for specified periods of time. The annual rental payments
allow producers to capture the opportunity cost of shifting land and water
resources into wildlife habitat. Other program benefits that, at least for
some producers, may act as economic inducements to enroll lands in the
CRP are the 50 percent cost share for establishing vegetative cover, a
decrease in farm income risk (since program payments are fixed over the
contract), and an increase in the soil productivity associated with the
buildup of soil organic matter while land is not in production.
The CRP, however, has not induced farmers in all parts of the
country to retire lands in quantities sufficient to improve regional wildlife
conditions. For example, the Northeast and California now account for
about .7 percent and .4 percent, respectively, of CRP acreage.' The
principal factor for low participation rates in these areas is that CRP
payments generally fall well short of the opportunity cost of agricultural
land. Farmland values in the Northeast and California average 4.3 to 6.6
times farmland values in the Great Plains and mountain states." The higher
farmland values in the Northeast and California reflect higher levels of
demand for land for urban, residential, and non-wildlife based recreation
uses. This suggests that a CRP type program could be developed that
would protect and enhance wildlife resources in the Northeast and
California, but that the annual rental payments would have to be higher
than present CRP levels. In California there is the additional issue of
protecting water rights. Much of the State's high valued irrigated croplands
have senior claims to Bureau of Reclamation supplied water but on a use
or lose basis." These farmers would not only need substantially higher

53. See id. at 286-87.
54. See WILDL EMANAGEMWT INSr., supra note 37, at 10-11; and ECONOMIC RESEARCH
SERV., supra note 6, at 13.
55. See FARM SERV. AGENCY, supranote 38, at 57.
56. These figures reflect farmland values in 1996. See ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERV., supra
note 6, at 51.
57. In 1996, the mean rental rate for irrigated cropland in California was $210 per
acre-the highest such rate for U.S. cropland. By contrast, mean rental rates for nonirrigated
cropland in South Dakota and Kansas were about $32.00 per acre and about $18.00 per acre
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payments to induce them to put land into long-term retirement, but would
also need assurances that they would retain any water rights that are
associated with such lands upon expiration of the contract.
Grazing on Federal Lands
For several decades, access to federal lands for the purpose of
grazing livestock has been administered through a system of grazing leases
and fees. The principal agencies involved are the Forest Service and the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM). In 1993, these agencies administered
grazing leases covering, respectively, 97 million and 167 million acres of
federal land.'a On many of these lands, grazing has contributed to the
degradation of wildlife resources, particularly with respect to riparian
areas, semi-arid habitats, and the jeopardy facing many threatened and
endangered species.? As a result, much of the current debate regarding the
future use of public lands in the West centers around ranchers trying to
ensure continued access for livestock production and conservation groups
trying to promote production of goods and services associated with
wildlife and natural ecosystems.
Making grazing and wildlife more compatible on public lands in
the West poses a much different set of policy issues than protecting and
enhancing wildlife on private farmlands. Grazing leases typically run for
10 years and are associated with base properties (i.e., privately owned
ranches). Fees are set by formula and do not vary within or between
states.' Leases generally specify areas to be grazed, the amount of grazing
to be permitted, and the time of year it is to be permitted. Federal law
allows for leases to be transferred with ownership of base properties and
gives priority, but no guarantee, to current lease holders in renewing.
Federal law also states that grazing leases convey no right, title, or interest
to any lands or resources held by the United States and provide for grazing
rights to be cancelled (or reduced) if ranchers do not meet the terms of their
lease.61 One condition that can lead to a cancellation is not making

in Texas. See EcoNOMIC RESEARCH SERV., supra note 6, at 57-58.
58.

See BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, supra note 8, at 23; FORESt SERVICE, supra note

8, at 41. The system of grazing leases was established in 1906 for lands administered by the
Forest Service and in 1934 for lands administered by BLM.
59. See US. GENERALACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 5, at 2-54; Fleischner, supra note 5,
at 630-35; MCKENZIE & RILEY, supra note 5, at 22; and ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERV., supra note
6, at 18.
60. In 1998, the grazing fee for Federal lands was $1.35 per animal unit month (AUM).
An AUM is defined as the amount of forage required by one cow over 6 months of age, or the
equivalent, for one month. See BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, supranote 8, at 293.
61. See 43 C.F.R. § 4130.2 (1997); 36 C.F.R. § 222.4 (1998).
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significant grazing use of leased lands for a period of two consecutive
years.
In practice, the ability to renew grazing leases and the ability to
transfer leases with the sale of base properties have become so well
established that the market value of access to federal lands provided for in
leases has become capitalized into the values of the associated base
ranches." It has been estimated that between 85 and 90 percent of all
public land (state and federal) leases have been traded via the sale of
ranches.' From an economics perspective, most current lease holders have
paid the market value of access to federal lands for grazing-albeit to the
former ranch owner. Imposing significant new restrictions on a lease to
protect wildlife resources can not only lower ranch income but also reduce
the market value of the ranch itself.
Viewing resource ownership as a bundle of separate interests
highlights the lack of economic incentives ranchers have to protect or
enhance wildlife on leased federal lands. Grazing leases essentially convey
one interest in public land, the right to graze livestock for a period of 10
years. With this interest comes the expectation, but not the certainty, of
being able to renew the lease after 10 years. Undertaking investments and
adjusting production practices to reduce negative impacts of grazing on
species and habitats generally require outlays of capital and/or labor but
do not increase livestock output-at least over the horizon of the lease.
Examples include fencing livestock out of key habitat areas, building
watering and shade facilities, and rotating stock. For ranchers the economic
incentive is simply to maximize the net present value of livestock production subject to the length and terms of the lease.
To help make livestock production and wildlife more compatible,
several policy actions might be considered. First, securing ranchers' ability
to renew grazing leases would enhance their economic interest in the longrun productivity of leased lands. To promote wildlife conservation, the
additional security in renewing leases could be linked to designated
improvements in and protections for specified wildlife resources. In areas
where livestock production is marginal or habitats are particularly
valuable, ranchers may also need cost-sharing assistance to implement
capital investments that favor wildlife. Alternatively, to encourage private
sector funding of such investments, the structure of grazing leases might
be modified to allow for partnerships between ranchers and conservation
groups. Another modification to consider would be to allow ranchers to
not graze livestock during any part of a lease. Such a provision would be

62. For a list of supporting studies, see L.Allen Torell & John P. Doll, PublicLand Policy

and the Value of GrazingPermits, 16 W.J. AGRIC. ECON. 174 (1991).
63. See id. at 174.
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more attractive if fees were waived during years when lands were not
grazed. Finally, ranchers could be allowed to sell their leases and/or their
priority for renewal to conservation groups. This would give conservation
groups a means to rest or retire valuable habitat areas while allowing
ranchers to recover thatpart of the value of their property that is associated
with those lands.
UNCERTAINTY
The ESA and the Clean Water Act (CWA) are the legal basis for
many actions taken to protect or enhance wildlife resources on U.S.
agricultural lands." These Acts, however, have introduced several
uncertainties into the decision framework of many farmers and ranchers
that discourage the undertaking of wildlife conservation activities. While
relatively few in number, ESA related actions have forced private croplands
out of production, reduced supplies of irrigation water, restricted grazing
on public lands, and increased livestock depredation losses. These ESA
related actions, combined with the nearly 400 species listed due to
agricultural activities (see Table 5) and the relatively large number of
producers potentially within reach of the ESA (see Appendix 2), have led
many in the farm sector to view the presence of listed species as an
economic liability. One avenue through which policy can help make
agriculture and wildlife more compatible is by reducing the uncertainties
farmers and ranchers face with respect to the economic costs associated
with protecting and enhancing wildlife resources.
One key area of uncertainty relates to potential differences in
interpreting the ESA and the CWA that can make it difficult to anticipate
when the laws will be applied or what actions farmers or ranchers will
have to undertake to be in compliance. Section 9 of the ESA, for example,
prohibits the "taking" of any member of an endangered animal species
where "take" is defined to include "harm" and "attempting to harm" (see
Appendix 2). Federal regulations define "harm" as acts that actually kill or
injure wildlife and may include significant habitat alteration.6 Because the
degree of habitat disturbance necessary to cause "harm" will vary by
species and site, it can be difficult to know when production activities
constitute a "take." As another example, the ESA requires that listings be

64. Endangered Species Act of 1973,16 U.S.C. §§ 153144 (1994); Clean Water Act of
1977,33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1367 (1994) [hereinafter CWA].
65. The Code of Federal Regulations defines "harm" as, "an act, which actually kills or
injures wildlife. Such act may include significant habitat modification or degradation where
it actually kills or injures wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns,
including breeding, feeding or sheltering." 50 C.F.P § 17.3 (1997).
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based on the best scientific or commercial data available. While the Act

requires a determination as to whether a listing petition has enough
evidence to warrant further consideration, it does not require that
supporting data be assessed by, or meet, any standard of statistical
reliability. Hence, it is unclear how much or what kind of evidence is
necessary to justify listing a species as threatened or endangered.
A second area of uncertainty involves the potential loss of resource

management options associated with the presence of certain species or
habitats." The ESA, for example, allows private lands to be included in

designated critical habitat areas (CHAs). Because degrading CHAs
generally constitutes a "take," such a designation can significantly restrict
land management options. When such restrictions reduce the income
earning potential of land, the result can be a decrease in property value.
The effect, then, is to discourage farmers and ranchers from acting to
restore or enhance habitats that might attract endangered species.6 7
Similarly, the CWA gives the Army Corps of Engineers and the EPA broad
authority to regulate the modification of aquatic and wetland systems
when, among other things, it is determined that such actions will have an
unacceptable adverse impact on fish or wildlife." Again, the risk of
subjecting lands to federal regulations acts as a disincentive for producers
to voluntarily restore riparian areas or other wetlands.
The third type of uncertainty for agriculture related to the ESA and
the CWA is the increased vulnerability of many farmers and ranchers to
legal actions instituted by indirect stakeholders to protect wildlife
resources. In recent years, conservation interests have filed numerous
lawsuits to force various producers and government agencies to comply
with provisions of the ESA and the CWA. For landowners, generally, there
is at least the perception that many such lawsuits have been motivated by

66. See

THE KYMNE CmI., THE KEYSTONE DALOGuE ON INCENTIVE

FOR PRIVATE

LANDOWNERS TO PROTECT ENDANGERED SPECIES, FINAL REPORT 1-3 (1995).

67. Even if an endangered animal species already exists in a location, enhancing the
habitat to support a larger population could increase the risk of an illegal taking.
68. Section 404 of the CWA, 33 U.S.C. § 1344 (1994), authorizes the Army Corps of
Engineers to regulate the discharge of dredged or fill materials into waters of the United
States in accordance with EPA guidelines. Waters of the United States include: 1) all waters
currently, formerly, or of possible future use in interstate or foreign commerce including all
waters affected by the ebb and flow of tides; 2) all interstate waters and interstate wetlands;
3) all intrastate lakes, rivers, streams, intermittent streams, mudflats, sandflats, wetlands,
sloughs, prairie potholes, wet meadows, playa lakes, or natural ponds the use or degradation
of which could affect interstate or foreign commerce (including possible recreational use by
foreign travelers and industrial use by companies in interstate commerce); 4) all impounded
waters otherwise defined as waters of the United States; 5) tributaries of waters defined in 1-4
above; 6) all territorial seas; and 7) wetlands adjacent to waters defined in 1-6 above. See 33
C.F.R. § 328.3 (1998).
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a desire to change resource-use policies rather than to protect a specific
species or habitat.' From this perspective, lawsuits against logging
operations in the Pacific Northwest are not an attempt to save the spotted
owl or Marbled murrlet from extinction, but rather a strategy to preserve
the region's old growth forests. Similarly, efforts to restrict grazing on
public lands in the West are not aimed at restoring riparian habitats or
protecting listed species, but at reallocating those lands to conservation and
recreation uses. Where landowners perceive that ESA or CWA based
lawsuits have a broader objective than protecting a certain species or
habitat, this perception reduces the incentive to work with conservation
groups since there is an expectation that no solution that leaves economic
uses of land viable will ultimately be acceptable.
For farmers and ranchers, the risks associated with ESA and CWA
related lawsuits have been heightened by a series of recent actions in which
land and water resources that have traditionally been allocated to
agriculture have been shifted to other uses. To the CVPIA, the Truckee
River, and the Yellowstone wolves cases discussed earlier can be added the
reintroduction of Mexican wolves into the Apache and Gila National
Forests in January of 1998 and the awarding of a lease for state-owned land
in New Mexico to two environmental groups in October of 1997 (these
groups outbid the rancher who previously held the lease). While each event
is relatively narrow in scope and effect, collectively they suggest that the
ESA and the CWA offer nonagricultural interests a means to challenge
farmers and ranchers for the use of many public land and water resources.
To address the above uncertainties, two general policy actions
might be considered. First, the removal of ambiguities in the language and
implementation of the ESA would help clarify the conditions under which
listing actions might be expected as well as the remedial actions that
farmers and ranchers could reasonably be expected to have to make. Some
specific suggestions are to include with each listing (to the extent possible)
a description of what activities would and/or would not be considered a
take, a description of known regulatory disincentives to private landowners to engage in conservation activities (and perhaps ways to avoid these
disincentives), and a description of the level of recovery that will be viewed
as a success. Other suggestions worth considering would be to distinguish
between known facts and assumptions in information considered in listing
decisions and formulations of recovery plans, and to allow more than one
species to be considered in the same listing petition.
The second general policy action for reducing the uncertainties
discussed in this section is to expand and formalize the use of conservation
agreements that encourage-or at least do not discourage-farmers and

69. See THE KEYSTONE CTR., supranote 66, at 1-2.
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ranchers to voluntarily restore, enhance, and protect wildlife resources.
Currently, the ESA allows private landowners to obtain permits to take
listed species when the take results from, but is incidental to, otherwise
legal land-uses. To get an incidental take permit, a landowner must
develop a habitat conservation plan (HCP), that specifies the actions which
will be undertaken to minimize or mitigate the negative impacts on listed
species.7 An expanded set of conservation agreements could encourage
private landowners to restore, enhance, or maintain habitat areas favored
by listed species, candidate species, and species in decline. Agreements
could also target general habitat types, such as grasslands in the Northeast,
wetlands in the Midwest, or riparian areas in the West (see Table 6).
Regardless of their structure or focus, agreements to encourage
wildlife conservation will be more appealing to farmers and ranchers if
they contain "safe harbor," "no surprises," and/or "no take" provisions.
Safe-harbor policies partially or fully exempt landowners who voluntarily
restore or create desired habitats (e.g., wetlands or riparian habitats) from
land-use restrictions that would normally be associated with such
areas-the logic being that without the actions of the landowner, the
resource would not exist. No-surprises policies protect landowners against
future costs not foreseen in a conservation agreement. A no-surprises
provision, for example, could exempt a landowner from additional landuse restrictions that might otherwise result from a future species listing.
While the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has had an informal no-surprises
policy since August of 1994, codifying it would make clear that this is a
permanent change. Finally, no-take agreements would encourage land
owners to voluntarily establish or enhance desired wildlife resources by
making clear that related actions would not increase the risk of being
prosecuted for ESA violations in the future-perhaps due to an increase in
the population of an existing listed species or the migration of a new listed
species.
While the policy actions discussed above would not all be
appropriate or suited to all situations, a flexible conservation strategy that
had these options would often be able to protect or enhance wildlife
resources associated with U.S. agricultural lands at less cost than a strategy
that did not.
CONCLUSIONS
This article has reviewed recent research relating to the economics
of protecting wildlife on U.S. agricultural lands. It began by posing four

70. For terrestrial and fresh water species, HCPs must be approved by FWS. FWS also
provides technical assistance to help landowners develop acceptable HCPs.
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specific questions. In addressing these questions, the objective was to draw
from the literature a set of lessons that policy makers might find useful in
designing and implementing strategies to make agriculture and wildlife
more compatible. The key lessons to emerge from this exercise are
summarized below.
1. From society's perspective, the value of wildlife resources
associated with U.S. agricultural lands appears to be increasing. This
conclusion is based on evidence suggesting that the demands for many
wildlife goods and services are increasing while the supplies of many
wildlife resources are decreasing. It is likely, therefore, that future
agricultural policies will continue, and may expand, the 1996 FAIR Act's
emphasis on protecting and enhancing wildlife resources.
2. Wildlife conservation programs that do not provide for the
biological requirements of target species are unlikely to meet their
conservation objectives. Related restrictions on farm activities, therefore,
can be needlessly costly. Because of differences in regional wildlife
priorities and local resource conditions, biologists stress flexibility as a vital
element of programs to protect wildlife on agricultural lands. Other
guidelines include reducing farm chemical use, promoting larger contiguous tracts of habitat, reducing field disturbances during prime nesting
periods, giving priority to wetlands and adjacent areas, and encouraging
no-till.
3. Farmers and ranchers must maximize profits to remain
economically viable. Maximizing profit, however, is often incompatible
with wildlife conservation because related activities tend to increase
production costs while related benefits are often not tradable in markets
(producers cannot capture their value). The asymmetry between the
distribution of benefits and costs associated with wildlife resources and the
difficulties of exchanging wildlife goods and services in markets offer
economic justifications for using government policy to protect wildlife
resources associated with agricultural lands.
4. U.S. Department of Agriculture's experience with the CRP and
other conservation programs suggest that producers will allocate more
land and water to habitat if they are compensated for resulting income
losses. Low CRP participation rates in some parts of the country, however,
suggest that in these areas, higher payment levels would be required to
attract enough land into habitats to adequately protect wildlife resources.
USDA's experience with conservation also suggests that (A) broad
restrictions on land uses or production practices are likely to be needlessly
costly because they would increase costs for producers whose activities do
not negatively impact wildlife; and (B) farm sector programs to protect
wildlife will be more effective if they emphasise long-term land retirements
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and target lands with the most potential for producing desired wildlife
goods and services.
5. Wildlife will benefit when existing habitat is maintained, existing
cropland or pasture is converted to habitat, or existing cropland or pasture
is not developed. While undisturbed habitat may yield the most wildlife
benefits, cropland or pasture can yield the most wildlife benefits per
conservation dollar. In such cases, protecting wildlife can be viewed as
keeping farmland in production rather than allowing it to shift into a less
wildlife friendly use.
6. The ESA and the CWA have introduced several uncertainties
into the decision framework of farmers and ranchers that discourage
participation in wildlife conservation activities. These uncertainties include
potential differences in interpreting the Acts, an expectation of losing
resource management options, and an increased vulnerability to law suits.
Policy makers might consider amending these laws to clarify when each is
likely to be applied and what actions producers might reasonably be
expected to take in order to be in compliance. Another option might be to
implement conservation agreements that would encourage producers to
protect desired wildlife resources. Such agreements would be more
attractive if they included "safe harbor," "no surprises," and/or "no take"
provisions.
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APPENDIX 1: WILDLIFE IN THE 1996 FARM ACT
The Federal Agricultural Improvement and Reform (FAIR) Act of
1996 significantly enhances USDA's ability to protect the nation's wildlife
resources. It does this by creating or refocusing several USDA conservation
programs to encourage farmers and ranchers to protect important wildlife
habitats. These programs generally employ financial incentives to induce
landowners to put environmentally sensitive lands into conservation uses
or under conservation management practices. Program participants must
generally comply with FAIR Act restrictions on farming highly erodible
lands and wetlands.
The Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP), while relatively
small, is the first USDA conservation program designed solely to protect
and restore wildlife habitat. Priority is given to habitats for upland and
wetland wildlife, threatened and endangered species, and fish. Participants
must develop a Wildlife Habitat Development Plan, for which WHIP
provides cost-sharing of up to 75 percent to implement included habitat
improvements. WHIP contracts must be for at least 10 years. FAIR
stipulates that WHIP will receive a total of $50 million by Fiscal Year 2002;
the Fiscal Year 1998 appropriation was $30 million.
The FAIR Act also increases the role of wildlife protection in the
Conservation Reserve Program, the Wetlands Reserve Program, and the
Environmental Quality Program. Based on acreage and funding levels,
these programs have much more potential for enhancing the nation's
wildlife resources than WHIP. A fifth USDA program authorized in the
FAIR Act that could yield significant wildlife benefits is the Conservation
of Private Grazing Lands.
The Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)
First authorized in the 1985 Farm Act, the CRP provides farmers
with annual rental payments and cost share assistance in exchange for
retiring highly erodible or environmentally sensitive cropland for 10 years.
FAIR extends the CRP through Fiscal Year 2002 and places a cap on
enrollments at 36.4 million acres. Because of the acreage involved and a
new enrollment criteria, the CRP has the most potential of all USDA
conservation programs for protecting wildlife resources associated with
U.S. agricultural lands.
To be eligible for the CRP, lands must now meet certain criteria
indicating potential benefits related to wildlife, water quality, or soil
erosion. For wildlife, the main criteria are that lands be in designated state
or national conservation priority areas (this makes virtually all prairie
pothole regions eligible), cropped wetlands or adjacent upland buffers,
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filterstrips, riparian buffers, and permanent wildlife habitat (e.g., contour
grass strips, field windbreaks, shelterbelts, grass waterways, wellhead
protection areas, and living snow fences). Eligible bids are ranked
competitively based on an environmental benefits index (EBI) and take into
account the government's contract cost. Within the EBI, wildlife, water
quality, and soil erosion are the dominant (and equal) factors determining
a tract's EBI score. Additionally, while bids must generally be submitted
during designated sign-up periods, land in specific wildlife friendly uses
(namely filter strips, riparian buffers, grassed waterways, field breaks,
shelterbelts, living snow fences, shallow water wildlife areas, and EPA
designated wellhead protection areas) may be enrolled at any time. Current
CRP enrollment is about 27.6 million acres.
Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP)
The WRP, first authorized in the 1990 Farm Act, provides farmers
with conservation easements and/or cost share assistance in exchange for
agreeing to restore and protect wetlands and associated areas. Contracts
run for either 30 years or in perpetuity. FAIR extends the WRP through
Fiscal Year 2002 and states that new enrollments must maximize wildlife
benefits and wetlands values and functions. Priority is given to areas that
(1)maximize wildlife values-particularly migratory bird habitats, (2) are
least likely to be re-converted at the end of the contract, and (3) involve
state, local, and other partnership matching funds and participation. Bids
must be submitted during designated sign-up periods and all bids are
ranked according to estimated cost (restoration and easement), availability
of matching funds, significance of wetlands functions and values,
probability of restoration success, and duration of easement. FAIR limits
total enrollment to 975,000 acres, of which one-third must be in 30-year
easements, one-third must be in permanent easements, and one-third must
be covered by wetlands restoration cost share agreements. As of July 1997,
WRP enrollment was 443,556 acres.
The Environmental Quality Incentive Program (EQIP)
EQIP provides technical, educational, and financial assistance to
encourage farmers and ranchers to adopt practices that reduce environmental and resource problems. Among EQIP's objectives are protecting
wetlands and riparian areas, improving fish habitats in grazing areas, and
protecting the quality and quantity of wildlife and wildlife habitat. EQIP
contracts run from 5 to 10 years and participants must develop a farm or
ranch conservation plan. Participants are given cost-share or incentive
payments to apply needed conservation practices or make various land use
adjustments. Cost share payments are limited to 75 percent of the projected
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cost for structural or vegetative practices. Incentive payments are limited
to an amount needed to convince participants to perform land management
practices that would not otherwise be undertaken. FAIR stipulates that
EQIP receive $200 million in each of Fiscal Years 1997 through Fiscal Year
2002.
Conservation of Private Grazing Lands (CPGL)
CPGL provides coordinated technical, educational, and related
assistance to conserve and enhance private grazing lands. Among the
stated purposes are the conservation and improvement of wildlife habitat,
fish habitat, and aquatic systems. FAIR authorizes up to $60 million in
Fiscal Years 1998 through 2002.
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APPENDIX 2: AGRICULTURE AND THE ENDANGERED
SPECIES ACT
The Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 is the primary piece of
national legislation affecting the conservation of species in danger of
extinction. Administration of the Act is shared by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) and the National Marine Fisheries Service. FWS is responsible for listing and recovering terrestrial and fresh water species, which
places the agency at the center of most conflicts between agriculture and
endangered species. Among the ESA's stated purposes are to provide a
framework for conserving species in danger of extinction, and to provide
a means of conserving the ecosystems upon which threatened and
endangered species depend (Section 2). "Conservation" is defined as the
use of all methods and procedures necessary to bring any threatened or
endangered species to the point at which the measures provided for in the
ESA are no longer necessary. Species explicitly include subspecies of fish,
wildlife, plants, and distinct populations of vertebrates. The ESA has been
controversial in the farm sector because of restrictions it has placed on the
production activities of some farmers and ranchers, and because of its
potential to affect a much wider set of producers. This broader potential is
outlined below.
Section 4 details the listing process. Three aspects of the process
have implications for agriculture. First, decisions to list species must be
based solely on the best scientific and commercial data availableeconomic considerations do not affect listing decisions. Second, anyone
may file a petition to list a species, which means third parties can initiate
the listing process. Finally, concurrent with a listing, critical habitat must
be designated to the extent prudent and determinable. Areas may be
omitted from critical habitats when the costs outweigh the benefits but not
when it is determined that doing so would result in the extinction of a
species. For animal species, the designation of critical habitat can impose
new land use restrictions on private landowners, which, in turn, can
impose economic costs on those landowners.
Section 6 requires that states give listed species at least as much
protection as the ESA and accordingly sets minimum national levels of
protection for listed species. States, therefore, have a limited ability to grant
exemptions to ESA restrictions, even when the costs of compliance fall
heavily on local farm groups.
Section 7 requires federal agencies to ensure that any action they
fund, authorize, or carry out is not likely to jeopardize the survival of listed
species. Where actions do jeopardize listed species, agencies must consult
with FWS to find ways to avoid the jeopardy. Section 7 is vital to agriculture because of the large number of producers who depend on a wide
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variety of federally supplied goods and services. Suits can be filed against
the USDA, for example, to stop commodity support or market transition
payments when it can be shown that the actions of payment recipients
jeopardize listed species. Other groups potentially within reach of section
7 include ranchers who lease federal land for grazing, farmers who depend
on Bureau of Reclamation water projects (which supply water to between
9 and 10 million acres of irrigated cropland in the West), and producers
who depend on a narrow set of pesticides (since EPA must register, or
exempt from registration, all pesticides sold or distributed in the United
States).
Section 9 makes it illegal to take, possess, transport, or traffic in
listed animal species except by permit. Permits to take (defined to mean
harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, or collect, or attempt
to engage in any such conduct) listed animals may be granted when the
take is incidental to performing otherwise legal activities (Section 10).
Permit recipients must file a conservation plan stating how potential takes
will be minimized. Adhering to these restrictions can raise farm and ranch
production costs. For plant species, section 9 prohibits the collection or
malicious damaging of endangered species on lands under federal
jurisdiction.
Section 10 also provides for reintroductions of listed species as
"experimental populations." This designation allows for reduced levels of
protection for listed species and is designed to ensure property owners that
reintroductions will not restrict resource management options. For
example, this designation allows ranchers near Yellowstone National Park
to shoot wolves that attack livestock.
Section 11 allows any citizen to file a civil suit to compel other
individuals or governmental agencies to comply with provisions of the
ESA. This is important to farmers and ranchers because it allows third
parties to take an active role in the implementation and enforcement of the
ESA.
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Table 2: Trends in Selected Variables Associated With
Wildlife Based Recreation: 1980-10

Percent

Change

Variable

1980

1990

U.S. Population
(in millions)

226.5

248.7

Per Capita GDP
(1987 $s)

16,584

19,513 + 17.7

Median Household Income
(1991 $s)

34,791

36,841

Number of Sportsmen
(in thousands)

59,354

69,491 + 17.1

40.8

63.3 + 55.1

Per Capita Expenditures
by Sportsmen
(in 1990 $s)

687.56

910.53 + 32.4

Number of Days Hunting
or Fishing
(in millions)

1,168.1

1,282.4 + 10.0

Nonresidential
Nonconsumptive Users
(in thousands)

22,972

37,545 + 63.4

Expenditures by Sportsmen
(in billions of 1990 $s)

+ 9.8

+ 5.9

Sources: See BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE,
STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE UNITED STATES 8, 445, 462 (1993);
& FISH & WILDLIFE SERV., U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR & U.S.
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, DEP'T OF COMMERCE, 1991 NATIONAL
SURVEY OF FISHING, HUNTING & WILDLIFE-ASSOCIATED
RECREATION B-13 (1993).
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Table 3: Participation in Selected Wildlife Recreation Activities
by Income in 1991

Income
Group

Percent of group that participates in
Nonconsumptive
Fishing
Hunting
Activities

< $10,000

$10,000 to
19,999
$20,000 to
24,000
$25,000 to
29,999

20

9

$30,000 to
49,999

24

10

$50,000 to
74,999
$75,000
and more

Source: See FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV., U.S. DEP'T OF THE
INTERIOR & BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE,
1991 NATIONAL SURVEY OF FISHING, HUNTING AND WILDLIFE

ASSOCIATED RECREATION 23, 38, 49 (1993).
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